The in vivo oestrogenicity of genistein and its glycoside genistin is still under debate. The present study aimed to develop a physiologically based kinetic (PBK) model that provides insight in dose-dependent plasma concentrations of genistein aglycone and its metabolites and enables prediction of in vivo oestrogenic effective dose levels of genistein and genistin in humans.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The present study shows how plasma concentrations of genistein and its metabolites and oestrogenic dose levels of genistein in humans can be predicted by combining in vitro oestrogenicity with PBK model-based reverse dosimetry, eliminating the need for human intervention studies. 
Introduction
Isoflavones are a common group of polyphenols and are generally known as phytoestrogens as they can exert weak oestrogenic potencies due to their basic structural similarity to endogenous estradiol . Isoflavones have been reported to reduce the incidence of mammary tumours in experimental animal models (Hargreaves et al., 1999) and in observational epidemiologic studies (Yamamoto et al., 2003) . However, there is also evidence suggesting that isoflavones can stimulate cell proliferation of breast cancer cells in vitro Maggiolini et al., 2001; Han et al., 2002; Kinjo et al., 2004; Matsumura et al., 2005) and in ovariectomized animal models of breast cancer in a dose-dependent manner. These findings raised a concern about the safety of these isoflavones, especially in patients with existing oestrogen-sensitive tumours and woman at risk of developing breast cancer. A possible mode of action underlying these positive and negative effects of isoflavones might be the modulation of oestrogen receptor (ER) signalling as agonist or antagonist depending on the endogenous concentration of ERs . ERs consist of two major isoforms: ERα that drives proliferation and ERβ that inhibits proliferation and stimulates apoptosis . The present study especially focused on this activity to regulate cell proliferation, while it is known that ERs may have many more functions Paterni et al., 2014) . With respect to cell proliferation, these two receptors moderate each other's effects, and therefore, their absolute concentration and ratio within a tissue may influence the cellular response toward different xenoestrogens . A recent scientific opinion of the European Food Safety Authority concluded that 'there is no indication for adverse effects on the mammary gland, uterus, and thyroid function and no genotoxic concern in post-menopausal women taking 30-900 mg day -1 isoflavones supplements for 3-36 months, but that there are insufficient data to assess the risk of isoflavone supplements in post-menopausal women with a current diagnosis or history of oestrogen-dependent cancer ' (EFSA, 2015) .
Genistein is the major isoflavone in soy occurring in plants mainly in its glycosylated form, genistin (genistein-7-O-glucoside) (Islam et al., 2014) , while fermentation increases the aglycone content in soy-based products Islam et al., 2014) . The metabolic pathways of genistin and genistein are shown in Figure 1 . The glycosylated genistin is hydrolyzed to genistein aglycone prior to absorption in the intestine by the brush-border lactase, phlorizin hydrolase (Walsh et al., 2007) or by gut microflora (Bokkenheuser et al., 1987) . Upon absorption, genistein is extensively metabolized by glucuronidation and sulfation in both intestinal cells and liver cells. Most of the absorbed genistein is present in the systemic circulation in the form of glucuronides, sulfates and mixed conjugates at positions 4 0 and/or 7 (Hosoda et al., 2010; Hosoda et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2012b ).
The genistein conjugates tested so far, including genistein-7-O-glucuronide (G-7G), genistein-7-O-sulfate (G-7S) and genistein-4 0 -O-sulfate (G-4 0 S), appeared inactive in assays for oestrogenicity, leading to the conclusion that the action of the soy phytoestrogen genistein will be mainly related to the plasma and tissue concentration of the free aglycone Islam et al., 2015) .
Available data on the oestrogenic activity of genistein in humans under realistic exposure scenarios are contradicting and inconclusive. In some human studies, genistein and other isoflavones have been reported to exert an oestrogenic response especially in healthy premenopausal women (Petrakis et al., 1996; Niculescu et al., 2007; Khan et al., 2012; van der Velpen et al., 2014) . In contrast, some human studies report no oestrogenic response of genistein/isoflavones in healthy as well as breast cancer women even at supplementary doses (Hargreaves et al., 1999; Sartippour et al., 2004; van der Velpen et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2015) . Given that the oestrogenicity of genistein might strongly depend on the plasma levels of its aglycone, it is necessary to have a better understanding of the absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion of genistein in humans and the actual plasma levels of genistein and its various metabolites in human subjects. The aim of the present study was to develop a physiologically based kinetic (PBK) model that provides insight in the dose-dependent, plasma concentration of genistein aglycone and its metabolites and enables prediction of the in vivo dose-response curves for oestrogenicity of genistein and genistin in humans based on in vitro concentration-response curves. The outcomes obtained can be used to determine whether and if so at what oral dose levels genistein or genistin may elicit oestrogenic effects in vivo.
Methods
Enzymatic conjugation of genistein and genistein mono-conjugates with pooled human tissue fractions Kinetic constants for sulfation of genistein and conjugation of the mono-conjugates G-7G, G-4 0 G and G-7S to di-conjugates, needed as parameters in the PBK models, were obtained from in vitro incubations with pooled mixed-gender human small intestine and liver S9 fractions based on methods described by Islam et al. (2014) with some modifications. Use of mixed-gender human tissue fractions was considered adequate to represent both male and female individuals because no significant gender differences in maximum concentration (C max ), area under the concentration-time curve (AUC) and time to reach C max (T max ) in plasma of total genistein (genistein aglycone and its metabolites) and because no gender differences in plasma concentrations of individual different mono-and di-conjugates containing sulfate and/or glucuronide moiety as well as genistein aglycone were observed between male and female human volunteers following consumption of soy foods (Cassidy et al., 2006; Soukup et al., 2016) .
For glucuronidation, 100 μL incubation mixtures (final volume) were prepared containing 10 mM MgCl 2 , 20 mM D-saccharic acid 1,4-lactone (pH 7.4), 10 mM UDPGA and human tissue fractions in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4). D-saccharic acid 1,4-lactone was added to inhibit β-glucuronidase (Oleson and Court, 2008) . A protein content of 0.8, 0.8 and 0.2 mg·mL À1 human small intestine S9 and of 1.2, 0.8 and 0.8 mg·mL À1 human liver S9 was applied for the incubations of G-7G, G-4 0 G and G-7S respectively. The incubation mixtures were pretreated on ice with 0.025 mg·mL À1 alamethicin added from a 200 times concentrated stock solution in methanol for 15 min. After 1 min pre-incubation at 37°C, the reactions were initiated by adding substrate (final concentration ranging from 0.5 to 400 μM) added from a 200 times concentrated stock solution in DMSO. The incubations of G-7G, G-4 0 G and G-7S were terminated after 60, 180 and 40 min for incubations with human small intestine S9 and after 240, 240 and 240 min for incubations with human liver S9, respectively, by adding 25 μL ice-cold acetonitrile. Blank incubations were carried out without UDPGA. Under the specified conditions, glucuronidation was linear in time and with protein content (data not shown).
For sulfation reactions, 100 μL incubation mixtures (final volume) were prepared containing 10 mM MgCl 2 , 20 mM D-saccharic acid 1,4-lactone (pH 7.4), 0.1 mM PAPS (3'-phosphoadenosine-5'-phosphosulfate) and human tissue fractions in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4). A protein content of 0.4, 0.8 and 0.8 mg·mL À1 human small intestine S9 or human liver S9 was applied for the incubations of genistein, G-7G and G-4 0 G respectively. The incubation mixtures were preincubated for 1 min at 37°C prior to an addition of substrate (final concentration ranging from 0.5 to 400 μM) added from a 200 times concentrated stock solution in DMSO to initiate the reactions. The incubations of genistein, G-7G and G-4 0 G were terminated after 20, 240 and 180 min for incubations with human small intestine S9 and after 20, 240 and 240 min for incubations with human liver S9, respectively, by adding 25 μL ice-cold acetonitrile. Blank incubations were carried out without PAPS. Under the specified conditions, sulfation was linear in time and with protein content (data not shown).
Identification and quantification of genistein metabolites
All samples were analysed on a UPLC-DAD system consisting of a Waters (Milford, MA, USA) Acquity binary solvent manager, sample manager and photodiode array detector, equipped with a Waters Acquity UPLC BEH RP 18 column (1.7 μm, 2.1 × 50 mm). Before analysis, the samples were centrifuged at 21 460 × g for 5 min at 5°C to precipitate proteins, and 3.5 μL of the supernatant was subsequently analysed. A gradient was applied consisting of nanopure water containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (eluent A) and acetonitrile (eluent B) with a flow rate of 0.6 mL·min À1 with the following profile: 0-10% B (0-0.58 min), 10-15% B (0.58-2.85 min), 15-50% B (2.85-4.28 min), 50-80% B (4.28-4.40 min), 80% B (4.40-4.52 min), 80-0% B (4.52-4.63 min) and 0% B (4.63-5.80 min). Identification of the formed metabolites obtained from glucuronidation and sulfation reactions was carried out by comparing their UV-spectra and retention times with those of commercially available reference compounds including G-7S, G-7G-4 0 S and G-4 0 7diG. The nature of the sulfate metabolite of G-4 0 G and the glucuronide metabolite of G-7S was confirmed by treating incubation samples with β-glucuronidase/sulfatase as there was no commercially reference compound available. To this end, 50 μL of non-terminated mixtures (incubation samples) were added to 50 μL of 0.1 M sodium acetate (pH 5.0) containing 189 units·mL À1 β-glucuronidase and 1 units·mL À1 sulfatase. The reactions were carried out for 2 h at 37°C and were terminated by adding 25 μL of ice-cold acetonitrile. Under the specified conditions, the conjugates were completely hydrolyzed to the aglycone (data not shown).
Metabolites were quantified by integrating the peak areas at 260 nm (Islam et al., 2014) and by using the calibration curves of their commercially available reference compounds. G-4 0 G-7S was quantified by using the calibration curve of G-7G-4 0 S, which was considered adequate because G-4 0 G-7S has the same UV-spectrum as G-7G-4 0 S (data not shown) and was assumed to display a similar molar extinction coefficient.
Kinetic analysis
Kinetic constants namely the apparent maximum velocity (V max(app) ) and apparent Michaelis-Menten constant (K m(app) ) for formation of all metabolites were determined by fitting the data to the standard Michaelis-Menten equation. For reactions demonstrating substrate inhibition, the V max , K m , and inhibition constant (K i ) were determined by fitting the data to the substrate inhibition equation. The substrate inhibition was observed for especially some sulfation reactions at increasing substrate concentrations. This has been reported before and has been ascribed to the formation of non-productive ternary dead-end enzyme complexes, assess of more than one substrates to the active binding site of the enzyme, and/or substrate-induced changes in enzyme conformation (Wu, 2011) . The kinetic constants were determined using GraphPad Prism version 5.04 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). 
PBK model
A PBK model for genistein and its glycoside, genistin, in humans was developed in a similar manner as previously defined for quercetin (Boonpawa et al., 2014; Boonpawa et al., 2015) . The model consists of separate compartments for the intestinal lumen, small intestine, liver, kidney, rapidly perfused tissues (e.g. heart, lung, brain) and slowly perfused tissues (e.g. skin, muscle, bone) as shown in Figure 2 . Genistin was modelled to be hydrolyzed to its aglycone, genistein, in the intestinal lumen by the brush-border lactase phlorizin hydrolase with a hydrolysis clearance of 9.6 L·h À1 as reported by Islam et al. (2014) . The uptake of genistein to the small intestine compartment was described by first-order kinetics with an absorption rate constant of 5.02 h À1 as reported by Steensma et al. (2004) . The genistein aglycone was not modelled to be excreted in urine as only trace amounts of unconjugated genistein are detected in human urine following oral uptake of genistein (Hosoda et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2012b) . The kinetic parameters for excretion of genistein conjugates via urine, bile and intestinal efflux back to intestinal lumen were obtained by fitting the predicted dose-dependent plasma concentration of total genistein (genistein aglycone plus metabolites) with
Figure 2
PBK model structure for mono-conjugates (A) and di-conjugates (B) of genistein:
available experimental plasma human data (Setchell et al., 2001; Hosoda et al., 2008; Hosoda et al., 2010; Hosoda et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2012b) , resulting in an average value of 4, 2 h À1 and 0.1 L·h À1 respectively. The fitting was carried out using the multiple-curve fitting function in Berkeley Madonna, which minimizes the root mean square deviation between the reported in vivo data points and the model output. To prevent the program finding a local minimum instead of the global minimum, the starting and end values were set at the value of 0.01 and 20 for all three excretion parameters. The program then will find the best combination of the three excretion parameters that gives the best fit of the model prediction with the reported human data. The averages of the obtained excretion parameters from the fitting to each human study were used. Experimental human data were from studies using oral consumption of soy-based food, genistein or genistin at a dose of 0. (Yuan et al., 2012b) .
Genistein was modelled to undergo metabolic conversion via glucuronidation and sulfation reactions forming different mono-and di-conjugates at positions 4 0 and/or 7. The kinetic constants for glucuronidation of genistein were obtained from in vitro incubations by Islam et al. (2014) . For other reactions including sulfation of genistein, G-7G and G4 0 G as well as glucuronidation of G-7G, G4 0 G and G-7S, the kinetic constants were obtained in the present study based on in vitro experiments. The apparent V max values for formation of the different mono-and di-conjugates were scaled to in vivo V max values using an S9 content of 11.4 and 143 mg (g tissue) À1 for small intestine and liver as scaling factors (Boonpawa et al., 2015) . It is of importance to note that the current PBK model does not include the formation of the microflora metabolite equol, a potent oestrogenic metabolite (Morito et al., 2001; Hwang et al., 2006) , because equol is a major metabolite of daidzein, not of genistein and only approximately one-third to one-half of the population are actually equol producers . Dihydrogenistein is a corresponding metabolite formed of genistein by gut microflora; however, only a few studies have been reported on its oestrogenicity (Morito et al., 2001; Hwang et al., 2006) . Morito et al. (2001) reported that dihydrogenistein showed similar binding affinity and induced similar transcriptional activation of human ERα and ERβ as genistein aglycone. However, Hwang et al. (2006) found that dihydrogenistein exerted much weaker oestrogenic responses in binding and inducing transcriptional activation of human ERα and ERβ as well as in stimulating ERα-mediated cell proliferation than genistein aglycone. Given these contradicting reports on oestrogenicity, the formation of the microflora metabolite dihydrogenistein was not included in the PBK model. The physiological parameters including organ volumes, cardiac output and blood flows were obtained from Brown et al. (1997) and are shown in Supporting Information Table S1 . The physico-chemical parameters for genistein and its metabolites are shown in Table 1 . Tissue : blood partition coefficients of genistein and its metabolites were estimated from log K ow according to a method described by DeJongh et al. (1997) . Log K ow values were estimated from Clog P values obtained from Scifinder (American Chemical Society, USA) and ChemBioDraw Ultra 14.0 (Cambridge-Soft, USA). Conversion of blood concentrations of genistein and its metabolites to plasma concentrations was done by dividing the blood concentrations by a blood/plasma ratio (R). The fraction unbound for genistein and its metabolites was (Simcyp, 2014a) . d Blood/plasma ratio (R) was calculated using Simcyp prediction tools-blood to plasma partition ratio (Simcyp, 2014b calculated using Simcyp prediction tools (Simcyp, 2014a) .
The R values for genistein and its metabolites were calculated based on the fraction unbound (Simcyp, 2014a) , compound type, pKa and log K ow of genistein and its metabolites at plasma pH of 7.4 using Simcyp prediction tools (Simcyp, 2014b) , and the average R value of 0.66 thus obtained was used for the modelling. Mass balance equations were numerically integrated in Berkeley Madonna version 8.3.18 (Macey and Oster, UC Berkeley, CA, USA) using Rosenbrock's algorithm for stiff system. Mass balance equations for genistein and its metabolites were similar to those previously described by Boonpawa et al. (2014 Boonpawa et al. ( , 2015 for quercetin. Model performance was evaluated by comparing the predicted amounts of genistein metabolites excreted in urine to the reported amounts of genistein metabolites in human urine (Hosoda et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2012b) . A sensitivity analysis was performed to assess key parameters that contribute substantially to the C max of genistein aglycone in plasma following intake of genistein and genistin at oral doses of 0.5 and 7 mg kg
À1
, representing an average Asian dietary and supplementary intake of genistein/genistin (EFSA, 2015) respectively. Normalized sensitivity coefficients (SCs) were calculated for the model parameters according to the method described by Evans and Andersen (2000) as follows:
where C is the initial value of the model output, C 0 is the modified value of the model output resulting from an increase in parameter value, P is the initial parameter value and P 0 is the modified parameter value assuming a 5% increase in its value.
Monte Carlo simulation was performed to assess the effect of interindividual human variation in the metabolism of genistein on the concentrations of genistein and its metabolites in plasma and urine as well as the resulting fold differences between predicted and observed values. To this end, a total of 10 000 simulations were performed focusing on the influential kinetic parameters (normalized SC in the sensitivity analysis >0.1) including the kinetic constants for formation of G-7G in the small intestine and liver and the kinetic constants for formation of G-7S in the liver. For each simulation, the V max and K m values were varied independently and randomly selected from a log-normal distribution. The mean μ w and standard deviation σ w describing these log-normal distributions of the V max and K m values were derived using the following equation:
where μ x is the mean V max and K m values, which was set to the values obtained from the pooled human small intestine and liver S9 (Table 3) . CV x is the coefficient of variation of the non-ln transformed V max and K m values. The in vitro kinetic constants (V max and K m values) for all reactions in the present study and in the study by Islam et al. (2014) were obtained from pooled mixed-gender human tissue fractions, which implies that the respective confidence intervals are not the correct intervals to define the CV x values needed in the present study. All reactions were assumed to have the same CV x , which were set to be 0.3 as this is a general value applied when no information on the coefficient of variation is available (Covington et al., 2007) . The following equations were added for formation of G-7G in the small intestine (I) and liver (L) and the kinetic constants for formation of G-7S in the liver to the human PBK model to perform Monte Carlo simulation:
Translation of in vitro oestrogenic activity to in vivo oestrogenicity PBK model-based reverse dosimetry was carried out to predict in vivo oestrogenic responses upon exposure to genistein and genistin by relating the in vitro effect to plasma concentrations of genistein aglycone based on the methods described by Louisse et al. (2015) and Strikwold et al. (2013) . The metric used for making the link between the in vitro and in vivo data in the PBK model was the plasma concentration. One could imagine that using actual tissue concentrations for potential target tissues would provide an even more refined approach. However, data on genistein levels in target tissues, needed to validate such values, are currently lacking. Furthermore, it can be expected that using the plasma concentration to model the exposure of cells in target tissues is in line with the in vitro model used to quantify the effects, since in the in vitro models, cells are exposed to genistein in the culture medium. We considered the plasma C max as relevant parameter for these conversions to predict dose dependent in vivo oestrogenic responses to genistein or genistin, because interaction of phytoestrogens with ERs is a short-term effect. Furthermore, in vivo oestrogenicity of genistein and genistin will especially depend on plasma concentrations of the free aglycone since its phase II metabolites have been shown to exert no oestrogenic response in ERα-positive MCF-7 and T47D breast cancer cells Islam et al., 2015) . Even though genistein monoglucuronides were reported to moderately bind to recombinant human ERα and ERβ, this binding appears not to result in efficient Islam et al., 2015) and (iii) genistein-stimulated cell proliferation in ERα-positive MCF-7 and T47D breast cancer cells Wang et al., 1996; Hsieh et al., 1998; Maggiolini et al., 2001; Han et al., 2002; Kinjo et al., 2004; Murata et al., 2004; Matsumura et al., 2005; Kuruto-Niwa et al., 2007; Sotoca et al., 2008; Rajah et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2012a; Islam et al., 2015) . Before making the in vitro to in vivo translation, it is of importance to realize that only the free fraction of the chemical will exert the effects, which implies that a correction is required for the binding of genistein to protein and lipid. This correction was made to take into account differences in albumin and lipid concentrations between in vitro and in vivo conditions. The binding of genistein to human ERα and ERβ was obtained from in vitro assays containing no protein and lipid, thus assumed 100% availability in vitro. In this case, each nominal in vitro effect concentration (EC in vitro ) of genistein aglycone for the binding activity was extrapolated to an in vivo effect concentration (EC in vivo ) by dividing the EC in vitro with free fraction (fu) of genistein in vivo. The fu in vivo of genistein in human plasma was estimated to be 0.03 (Table 1) . For other oestrogenic responses, including genistein induced ERα and ERβ-mediated gene expression and stimulated cell proliferation, each EC in vitro of genistein aglycone was extrapolated to an EC in vivo according to the extrapolation rule of Gülden and Seibert (2003) .
where fb in vitro is the fraction of chemical bound to protein and lipid in culture medium, which is calculated from 1 -fu in vitro . V 0 L is the lipid fraction in serum and in vitro. P is the protein content in plasma serum and culture medium.
For the extrapolation, in vivo plasma albumin and lipid concentrations of 600 μM and 6 g·L À1 were used (Gülden and Seibert, 2003) . The albumin and lipid concentrations in culture medium of the reported in vitro bioassays were estimated from the reported data by Gülden et al. (2002) All individual data from the whole in vitro concentration-response curves were extrapolated to the in vivo concentration-response curves by correcting for differences in protein and lipid contents between the in vitro conditions and the in vivo situation. Each in vivo concentration was set equal to the plasma C max of genistein aglycone in the PBK model. The PBK model was subsequently used to calculate the corresponding oral dose levels in humans to derive the in vivo dose-response curves. The central and the 95% lower and upper confidence limit of the obtained in vivo dose-response curves were estimated and digitalized using GraphPad Prism version 5.04 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). The digitized data thus obtained were subsequently used to derive the benchmark dose for 5% response (BMD 05 ) values based on the default benchmark response for continuous data (EFSA, 2009). The BMD 05 values were estimated by fitting to the Hill model, using Benchmark Dose Software version 2.6.0.1 (The Environmental Protection Agency's, USA). The BMD 05 values obtained for oestrogenic responses of genistein were evaluated against reported active (Petrakis et al., 1996; Niculescu et al., 2007; Khan et al., 2012; van der Velpen et al., 2014) and inactive (Hargreaves et al., 1999; Sartippour et al., 2004; van der Velpen et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2015) dose levels of genistein on oestrogenicity in humans as taken from the literature and summarized in Table 2 .
Materials
Pooled mixed-gender human small intestine and liver S9 fractions were purchased from Xenotech (Lenexa, USA). UDPGA (purity 98%), PAPS (purity 65%), Tris, alamethicin (from Trichoderma viride), D-saccharic acid 1,4-lactone monohydrate and β-glucuronidase/sulfatase (from Helix pomatia) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). Hydrochloric acid (fuming 37%), magnesium chloride, trifluoroacetic acid (for spectroscopy) and DMSO (99.9%) were purchased from VWR International (Darmstadt, Germany). Acetonitrile (chromatography grade) was purchased from Biosolve (Valkenswaard, The Netherlands). Genistein (>99%) was purchased from LC Laboratories (Woburn, MA, USA). G-7G was purchased from Extrasynthese (Geny, France).
0 S) were purchased from Toronto Research Chemicals (Toronto, Canada).
Nomenclature of targets and ligands
Key protein targets and ligands in this article are hyperlinked to corresponding entries in http://www. guidetopharmacology.org, the common portal for data from the IUPHAR/BPS Guide to PHARMACOLOGY (Southan et al., 2016) , and are permanently archived in the Concise Guide to PHARMACOLOGY 2015/16 (Alexander et al., 2015) .
Results

Enzymatic conjugation of genistein and genistein mono-conjugates in incubations with pooled human tissue fractions
Analysis of the glucuronidation of G-7G, G-4 0 G and G-7S in incubations with pooled human tissue fractions revealed that all three substrates were metabolized by pooled human small intestine S9, while pooled human liver S9 only metabolized 
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G-4 0 G. The metabolite formed in incubations with G-7G and G-4 0 G coeluted with and showed similar spectral characteristics as commercially available G-4 0 7diG and was thus identified as G-4 0 7diG. The metabolite formed in glucuronidation incubations with G-7S with a retention time of 2 min was identified by treating the unterminated samples with β-glucuronidase/sulfatase resulting in a complete disappearance of the respective peak and a concomitant equivalent increase in the peak area of genistein aglycone (data not shown), confirming it to be a glucuronidated conjugate of G-7S. This metabolite was most likely G-7S-4 0 G because conjugation of flavonoids is most likely to occur at free OH positions (Argikar, 2012) .
Analysis of the sulfation incubations revealed that human small intestine and liver S9 could metabolize genistein and G-7G, whereas sulfation of G-4 0 G was only observed in incubations with human liver S9. At the specified conditions in the present study, only one sulfated metabolite was formed in the incubations with genistein. The formed metabolite coeluted with and showed similar spectral characteristics as commercially available G-7S and was thus identified as G-7S. One metabolite was formed in the sulfation incubations with G-7G. The formed metabolite coeluted with and showed similar spectral characteristics as commercially available G-7G-4 0 S and was thus identified as G-7G-4 0 S. The metabolite formed in sulfation incubations with G-4 0 G with a retention time of 2 min was identified by treating the unterminated samples with β-glucuronidase/sulfatase resulting in a complete disappearance of the respective peak and a concomitant equivalent increase in the peak area of genistein aglycone (data not shown), confirming it to be a sulfated conjugate of G-4 0 G. This metabolite was most likely G-4 0 G-7S because conjugation of flavonoid is most likely at free OH positions (Argikar, 2012) .
Kinetic constants for formation of genistein mono-and di-conjugates
The concentration-dependent rates of glucuronidation and sulfation of genistein, G-7G, G-4 0 G and G-7S by human small intestine and liver S9 fractions are shown in the Supporting Information Figure S1 . The kinetic constants for formation of all metabolites derived from these results are summarized in Table 3 . The results showed that the total catalytic efficiency for metabolic conversion of genistein amounted to 2.34 L [h (g tissue)]
À1 in liver, which was 7.5-fold higher than the total catalytic efficiency of 0.31 L [h (g tissue)] À1 for small intestine. Genistein mono-conjugates especially G-7G and G-7S were the major metabolites formed in incubations with both small intestine and liver S9. Formation of G-7S by human liver S9 showed a strong substrate inhibition at concentration above 1 μM with a K i value of 25 μM. Formation of genistein di-conjugates was more than 10-fold less efficient than formation of its respective mono-conjugates due to a decrease in the V max and an increase in K m values.
PBK model development and evaluation
To define the PBK model for genistein and its glycoside genistin, kinetic parameters for metabolic conversion of genistein to mono-and di-conjugates were obtained from in vitro incubations. Kinetic parameters for excretion via bile, urine and intestinal efflux back to intestinal lumen were obtained by fitting the predicted total genistein in plasma with reported data in humans (Setchell et al., 2001; Hosoda et al., 2008; Hosoda et al., 2010; Hosoda et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2012b) , resulting in an average value of 4, 2 h À1 and 0.1 L·h À1 respectively. Subsequently, the model thus defined was used to predict the plasma kinetics of genistein aglycone and its metabolites. The results showed that 4 out of 10 Table 3 Kinetic constants for formation of mono-and di-conjugates of genistein obtained from in vitro incubations with human tissue fractions. For full concentration-dependent activity curves from which these kinetic constants are derived, see Supporting Information Figure S1 Substrate Metabolites Small intestine S9 Liver S9 À1 . e Kinetic constants for formation of genistein monoglucuronides were obtained from Islam et al. (2014) . f Human liver S9 showed G-7S substrate inhibition at concentration >1 μM; K i = 25 μM. g nd = no detection at specified conditions.
In vitro-in silico for genistein oestrogenicity BJP predictions on plasma C max and AUC of genistein aglycone were within twofold deviation from the reported human plasma data, whereas the rest of the predictions were within three to eightfold deviations ( Figure 3A, B) . Furthermore, the model also adequately predicted metabolic plasma profiles of genistein metabolites within one to twofold deviation from the reported metabolic plasma profiles in humans in 9 out of 12 predictions, and the rest of the predictions were within threefold ( Figure 3C ).
The performance of the newly defined PBK model was evaluated by comparing the predicted amounts of genistein metabolites excreted in urine against reported data in humans for excretion of genistein metabolites in urine (Hosoda et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2012b) . The results revealed that the model adequately predicted six out of nine predictions on the amount of genistein metabolites excreted in urine within twofold deviation from the reported urinary profiles of genistein metabolites in humans (Hosoda et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2012b) ; the rest of the predictions were within three to ninefold (Figure 4) . These results also indicate that the model adequately predicted the kinetics of genistein in humans.
To further evaluate the performance of the newly defined model, a sensitivity analysis was performed to assess key parameters that influence the predicted plasma C max of genistein aglycone at oral doses of 0.5 and 7 mg kg À1 genistein/genistin (expressed in genistein equivalents), representing an average Asian dietary and a supplementary intake of genistein/genistin (EFSA, 2015) . Only parameters that had a normalized SC higher than 0.1 (in absolute value) as cut-off value are displayed in Supporting Information Figure S2 . When consumed as aglycone, the most influential physiological and physicochemical parameters for the predicted plasma C max of Figure 3 Comparison of the PBK model-based predicted and experimentally reported data on (A) plasma C max and (B) plasma AUC of genistein aglycone and of (C) the metabolic plasma profile of genistein in humans. The in vivo data come from Setchell et al. (2001) genistein aglycone are the body weight, the volumes of the small intestine and liver, the cardiac output, the regional blood flow through the small intestine and rapidly perfused tissues, the small intestine tissue : blood partition coefficient of genistein, the uptake rate constant and the blood/plasma ratio (expressing normalized SCs between 0.3 and 1.0 in absolute value). The predicted plasma C max of genistein aglycone is also markedly affected by the parameters that influence the formation of G-7G and G-7S including the S9 protein yield in the small intestine and liver and the kinetic constants for formation of G-7G and G-7S in the small intestine and liver (expressing normalized SCs between 0.2 and 1.20 in absolute value). As the dose increases, the kinetic parameters for formation of G-7G and G-7S in the small intestine become less influential and the kinetics for formation of G-7G in the liver become the most influential kinetic parameters at high dose. These results point at saturation of metabolism at high oral doses in the intestine. When consumed as its glycoside genistin, the predicted plasma C max of genistein aglycone are influenced by similar parameters and in a similar manner with additional influential parameters including the volume of the intestinal lumen and the hydrolytic clearance of genistin (expressing normalized SCs of approximately 0.4 in absolute value). Overall, the result of the sensitivity analysis suggests that the accuracy model predictions will largely depend on the uncertainties in the estimates of the different conjugation reactions, which were estimated in the current study based on in vitro metabolic data. In addition, the results also indicate that genetic and lifestyle factors that influence the expression and/or activity of conjugating enzymes can significantly influence the plasma concentration of genistein aglycone in individual human subjects.
PBK model predictions of metabolic plasma profiles of genistein
The PBK model was used to simulate the dose-dependent plasma concentration of genistein and its metabolites at different oral dose levels. The results obtained revealed that G-7G was predicted to be the major circulating metabolite of genistein with a plasma C max of 0.03-343 μM at oral doses ranging from 0.01 to 50 mg kg À1 genistein, contributing to 40-82% of the total plasma genistein concentrations (genistein plus metabolites) ( Figure 5A ). G-7S and G-4 0 G-7S were predicted to be the second and the third most prevalent circulating metabolites of genistein with a plasma C max of 3.2-0.03 and 8.9-0.01 μM accounting for 35-0.7 and 18-1.8% of the total plasma genistein concentrations at an oral dose up to 8 mg kg À1 genistein, respectively. At the higher doses, the relative contribution of these metabolites decreases, accompanied by a relative increase in the concentration of genistein aglycone, due to the saturation of sulfation reactions at high doses, resulting in relative higher genistein aglycone concentrations in the systemic circulation. The plasma concentrations of genistein aglycone were predicted to be 0.0003-77 μM amounting to 0.5-17% of total plasma genistein concentrations at oral doses ranging from 0.01 to 50 mg kg À1 genistein. When consumed as the glycoside genistin, similar metabolic profiles of genistein in plasma were predicted, requiring approximately 1.3-fold higher oral genistin: Gen = genistein, Gin = genistin, glucuronides = sum of genistein mono-and diglucuronides, sulfates = sum of genistein monosulfates and mixed conjugates = sum of genistein metabolites containing glucuronide and sulfate moieties. Data reflect the observed and predicted population mean and standard deviation (the latter representing interindividual human variation obtained from 10 000 simulations).
Figure 5
PBK model-based prediction of dose-dependent plasma C max of genistein and its circulating metabolites at oral doses ranging from 0.01 to 50 mg kg À1 (A) genistein and (B) genistin (expressed in genistein equivalents).
In vitro-in silico for genistein oestrogenicity BJP dose levels (expressed in genistein equipvalents) to achieve similar plasma concentrations. This is due to the slow release of genistein aglycone from its glycoside genistin that limits the amount of genistein being taken up resulting in lower genistein concentrations in plasma and tissues at equimolar dose levels.
Translation of in vitro concentration-response data for genistein oestrogenicity to in vivo dose-response curves
Using PBK model-based reverse dosimetry, the in vitro concentration-response curves for oestrogenic responses of genistein were translated to in vivo dose-response curves for the binding of genistein to human ERα and ERβ, genisteininduced ERα and ERβ-mediated gene expression and genistein-stimulated cell proliferation in ERα-positive breast cancer cells. Figure 6 depicts the translation of the in vitro concentration-response curves to in vivo dose-response curves upon oral intake of genistein (for the curves obtained from these in vitro data for in vivo dose-response curves for oral intake of genistin, see Supporting Information Figure  S3 ). The steps to be taken in this in vitro to in vivo translation can be described as follows, using the binding activity of genistein to ERα as an example. In the first step, all available in vitro data for the binding activity of genistein to human ERα were collected from literature Maggiolini et al., 2001; Kinjo et al., 2004; Matsumura et al., 2005) . This provides the curves presented in the left half of Figure 6 , so Figure 6A for in vitro ERα binding of genistein. Secondly, each EC in vitro was extrapolated to an EC in vivo in plasma taking into account the differences in protein and lipid concentration between the in vitro bioassays and the in vivo situations (see Methods). The in vivo plasma concentrations thus obtained were then used as input in the PBK model that was used to predict the corresponding in vivo dose level. These predicted dose levels could then be used to define the in vivo dose-response curve plotting the respective dose levels against the responses detected in the in vitro bioassay. This provides the curves presented in the right half of Figure 6 . This was followed by fitting the obtained in vivo dose-response curves to derive the central and the 95% lower and upper confidence limits of the in vivo dose-response curves using GraphPad Prism version 5.04 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). The obtained in vivo dose-response curves were subsequently used to estimate the BMD 05 values for oestrogenicity of genistein in humans. In a similar way, the BMD 05 values for in vivo oestrogenicity were predicted using PBK model-based reverse dosimetry to translate in vitro oestrogenic response for ERβ binding ( Figure 6B ), induction of ERα and ERβ-mediated gene expression ( Figure 6C, D) , and ERa-mediated cell proliferation ( Figure 6E ). From the results thus obtained, it could be concluded that when consumed as genistein aglycone, the in vivo BMD 05 values for ERα binding and induction of ERα-mediated gene expression based on in vitro data were predicted to occur at an oral dose ranging from 0.12 to 4. (Petrakis et al., 1996; Niculescu et al., 2007; Khan et al., 2012; van der Velpen et al., 2014) and inactive (Hargreaves et al., 1999; Sartippour et al., 2004; van der Velpen et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2015) in in vivo studies reporting induction of ER-mediated gene expression in humans in different tissues (Niculescu et al., 2007; Khan et al., 2012; van der Velpen et al., 2014) . Furthermore, an oral dose level of 0.54 mg kg À1 genistein reported to induce a weak oestrogenic response of genistein in humans (Petrakis et al., 1996) also falls in the range of the predicted dose levels for oestrogenicity of genistein. The overview presented in Figure 7 also reflects that studies reporting the absence of effects of genistein in human in vivo studies fall in the same range as the dose levels predicted and observed to have oestrogenic responses. For example, van der Velpen et al. (2013) reported no significant change in the expression ER target genes and gene sets related to ER signalling in peripheral blood mononuclear cells in human at an oral dose of 0.17 mg kg À1 genistein, which is not in line with the predicted dose levels for this oestrogenic response in the present study. This result was also opposite to the result reported by the same authors at a comparable dose regimen in a similar study population of healthy postmenopausal women when analysing expression of oestrogen responsive genes in adipose tissue representing a more likely target tissue than peripheral blood mononuclear cells (van der Velpen et al., 2014) . Genistein at dose levels between 0.08 and 1.43 mg kg À1 appeared also to not affect breast tissue density, normal breast epithelial cell proliferation and breast cancer or epithelial cell proliferation in breast cancer patients (Hargreaves et al., 1999; Sartippour et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2015) , although these values all fall within the range of in vivo BMD 05 values predicted to be active based on ERα-mediated in vitro cell proliferation [0.03-0.72 mg kg
À1
genistein]. The reasons underlying these discrepancies remain to be elucidated but may be related to the endpoint or target tissue studied or the study population (i.e. healthy women versus breast cancer patients) or a possible relatively short duration of the peak in plasma genistein concentration following ingestion of a high genistein oral dose in vivo. The PBK model-based predicted dose-response curves and in vivo BMD 05 values derived from them also revealed that at a Western dietary intake of genistein amounting to 0.003-0.01 mg kg À1 (EFSA, 2015) , the plasma C max of genistein aglycone would generally not be high enough to induce ER-mediated gene expression or activities (Figure 7) . At an Asian dietary and a supplementary intake of genistein amounting to 0.21-0.71 0.43-13 (EFSA, 2015) mg kg À1 , the plasma C max of genistein aglycone would be high enough to exert oestrogenic responses induced by both ERα and ERβ-mediated pathways (Figure 7 ).
Figure 6
Translation of in vitro oestrogenic concentration-response curves for genistein-dependent (A) binding to ERα Maggiolini et al., 2001; Kinjo et al., 2004; Matsumura et al., 2005) , (B) binding to ERβ Maggiolini et al., 2001; Han et al., 2002; Kinjo et al., 2004) , (C) ERα-mediated gene expression in U2OS reporter gene assays Sotoca et al., 2008; Djiogue et al., 2010; Islam et al., 2015) , (D) ERβ-mediated gene expression in U2OS reporter gene assays Sotoca et al., 2008; Djiogue et al., 2010; Islam et al., 2015) and (E) ERα-dependent proliferation of MCF-7 and T47D breast cancer cells Wang et al., 1996; Hsieh et al., 1998; Maggiolini et al., 2001; Han et al., 2002; Kinjo et al., 2004; Murata et al., 2004; Matsumura et al., 2005; Kuruto-Niwa et al., 2007; Sotoca et al., 2008; Rajah et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2012a; Islam et al., 2015) , to in vivo human genistein dose-response curves using PBK model-based reverse dosimetry based on plasma C max values of genistein aglycone. The solid lines represent the central in vivo dose-response curve, whereas the dashed lines represent the 95% lower and upper confidence limits.
Discussion
The aim of the present study was to develop a PBK model that provides insight in the dose-dependent plasma concentration of genistein aglycone and its metabolites and enables prediction of the in vivo dose-response curves for oestrogenicity of genistein and genistin in humans based on in vitro concentration-response curves. Evaluation of the PBK model obtained against reported data on plasma and urinary metabolic profiles of genistein revealed that the model could make adequate predictions with deviations that were limited from one to sevenfold. The model predicted that G-7G was the major plasma metabolite of genistein and that plasma concentrations of free genistein were predicted to be 0.0003-77 μM at oral doses ranging from 0.01 to 50 mg kg À1 genistein, amounting to 0.5-17% of total plasma genistein. PBK model-based predictions for genistin were overall quite similar with a major difference being 1.3-fold lower plasma concentration of free genistein at similar dose levels expressed in genistein equivalents. This difference was mainly due to the slow release of genistein aglycone from its glycoside genistin that limits the amount of genistein being taken up resulting in lower genistein concentrations in the plasma. Upon evaluation, the PBK model was used to convert available in vitro concentration-response curves in bioassays detecting oestrogenicity of genistein to in vivo dose-response curves by reverse dosimetry, in order to better understand in vivo oestrogenic responses upon intake of genistein and genistin. The in vivo dose-response curves obtained were subsequently used to derive in vivo BMD 05 dose levels of genistein and genistin, at which the plasma concentration of the genistein aglycone would be high enough to induce 5% oestrogenic response. When consumed as genistein, the in vivo BMD 05 values for binding and induction of ERα-mediated gene expression based on in vitro data were predicted to be at oral doses ranging from 0.12 to 4.39 mg kg Figure 6E ), which might be due to differences between the laboratories where the cells were cultivated as highlighted by Osborne et al. (1987) (Figure 7) . The results indicated that the prediction of in vivo BMD 05 values based on in vitro genistein-induced ER-mediated oestrogenicity is in line with the reported active dose levels for these oestrogenic responses in humans in different tissues (Niculescu et al., 2007; Khan et al., 2012; van der Velpen et al., 2014 ). Furthermore, a dose level of 0.54 mg kg À1 genistein reported to induce weak oestrogenic activity in humans also falls in the range of the predicted dose levels that exert oestrogenic responses. Contradictory, some human intervention studies reported the absence of genistein-induced ER-mediated gene expression in peripheral blood mononuclear cells in healthy women (van der Velpen et al., 2013) and no effect on breast tissue density, normal breast epithelial cell proliferation and breast cancer or epithelial cell proliferation in breast cancer patients (Hargreaves et al., 1999; Sartippour et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2015) at the predicted oral dose levels for oestrogenic responses of genistein. The reasons underlying these discrepancies remain to be elucidated but may be related to the endpoint or target tissue studied (adipose tissue or peripheral blood mononuclear cells) or the study population (healthy woman versus breast cancer patients). The difference in the expression of ERα and ERβ between in vitro bioassays and the target tissues studied in the breast cancer patients might result in a difference in the cellular response toward different xenoestrogens as the absolute concentration and ratio of ERα to ERβ within a tissue influence the cellular response toward different xenoestrogens . Breast cancer cell lines like MCF-7 and T47D present high expression of ERα and very low expression of ERβ Evers et al., 2013) , reflecting what is likely for the tumours but not for healthy breast tissue (Bardin et al., 2004) . Given these considerations, it would be of use that human intervention studies on the oestrogenic activity of xenoestrogens should analyse and report the concentration and ratio of ERα and
Figure 7
Comparison of the predicted in vivo BMD 05 dose levels of genistein based on in vitro oestrogenic data for (i) binding to ERα Maggiolini et al., 2001; Kinjo et al., 2004; Matsumura et al., 2005) , (ii) binding to ERβ Maggiolini et al., 2001; Han et al., 2002; Kinjo et al., 2004) , (iii) ERα-mediated gene expression in U2OS reporter gene assays Sotoca et al., 2008; Djiogue et al., 2010; Islam et al., 2015) , (iv) ERβ-mediated gene expression in U2OS reporter gene assays Sotoca et al., 2008; Djiogue et al., 2010; Islam et al., 2015) and (v) ERα-dependent proliferation of MCF-7 and T47D breast cancer cells Wang et al., 1996; Hsieh et al., 1998; Maggiolini et al., 2001; Han et al., 2002; Kinjo et al., 2004; Murata et al., 2004; Matsumura et al., 2005; KurutoNiwa et al., 2007; Sotoca et al., 2008; Rajah et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2012a; Islam et al., 2015) with the reported active (Petrakis et al., 1996; Niculescu et al., 2007; Khan et al., 2012; van der Velpen et al., 2014) and inactive (Hargreaves et al., 1999; Sartippour et al., 2004; van der Velpen et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2015) dose levels of genistein on oestrogenic activity in humans (Table 2 ) and with a Western (EFSA, 2015) and an Asian dietary and a supplementary (EFSA, 2015) intake of genistein. The filled symbols present the reported data in healthy women, while the empty symbols present the reported data in breast cancer patients.
ERβ in the target tissue studied and select a relevant surrogate tissue for the endpoint of interest in order to obtain a better accuracy of the interpretation of the oestrogenic activity of the xenoestrogens in in vivo. Another point to take into consideration is a possible relatively short duration of the peak in plasma genistein concentration following ingestion of a high genistein oral dose in vivo. This brief peak would be likely limited to appear one or two times following the intake. In case the brief peak appeared more than one time, it would affect the prediction made in Figure 7 . The predicted oral dose would shift to the right but not to an extent that it would modify the range where the oestrogenic effects would be expected: intake from a regular Western diet would still be below the range where effects are expected while intake from food supplements and an Asian diet would still be within that range. Based on the predicted in vivo BMD 05 values for oestrogenic responses of genistein derived from in vitro data, the plasma C max of genistein aglycone at an Asian dietary and a supplementary intake of genistein amounting to 0.21-0.71 Considering that the plasma concentration of genistein aglycone is a key parameter determining oestrogenic responses in vivo, any factors that influence this parameter may influence sensitivity to oestrogenic responses in individual human subjects. Based on the sensitivity analysis, the plasma concentration of genistein aglycone is highly influenced by the kinetic constants for formation of G-7G in the small intestine and liver and the kinetic constants for formation of G-7S in the liver at low oral dose (at dietary intake levels). Genetic and lifestyle factors influencing the expression and/or activity of conjugating enzymes can therefore be expected to significantly influence the plasma concentration of genistein aglycone in individual human subjects (Boersma et al., 2002) . In the present study, this human variation could be captured to some extent by performing Monte Carlo simulations assuming a moderate level of variation in the expression of conjugating enzymes. Aside from the interindividual human variation in conjugation reactions in the small intestine and liver, metabolism of genistein at the site of action may also play a crucial role in the bioavailability of the free aglycone at the target tissues. In the case of breast tissue, expression of β-glucuronidases (enzymes that deconjugate glucuronidated metabolites to aglycone) as well as of UDP-glucuronosyl transferases (Haakensen et al., 2010) may influence the local concentrations of the free aglycone. The relative conjugation and deconjugation activity in breast tissue is not well studied. At the present state-of-the-art, the current defined PBK model does not yet include such tissue-specific metabolism of genistein and its metabolites in possible target tissues such as breast tissue, because there is a lack of human data to perform and evaluate this simulation. For further refinement of the predictions by the PBK model-based reverse dosimetry approach for oestrogenic activity of genistein, the actual interindividual human variation in expression of conjugating enzymes and the possible role of intracellular metabolism at the site of action could be studied to a further extent.
Overall, the present study shows that it is possible to predict dose-dependent plasma concentrations of genistein and its metabolites and also at what dose levels oestrogenic responses of genistein in humans can be expected, the latter by combining in vitro concentration-response curves with PBK model-based reverse dosimetry, providing an in vitro-in silico approach to obtain insights in human dose-response curves without the need for human intervention studies.
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https://doi.org/10.1111/bph.13900 Table S1 Physiological parameters in human. Figure S2 Sensitivity analysis of the predicted plasma C max of genistein aglycone at an oral dose of 0.5 and 7 mg kg À1 (A) genistein and (B) genistin. The parameters stand for: BW = body weight, VTi = tissue volumn (Ti = I (small intestine), L (liver), BR (breast), R (rapidly perfused tissues), and S (slowly perfused tissues), QC = cardiac output, QTi = reginal blood flow through tissue, PTi G = partition coefficient of genistein in tissue, K a = uptake rate constant of genistein, R = blood to plasma ratio, S9 PI = small intestinal S9 protein content, S9 PL = liver S9 protein content, V max and K m = the maximum rate of formation and the Michaelis-Menten constant for formation of genistein-7-O-glucuronide (G7G) and genistein-7-O-sulfate (G7S). Figure S3 Translation of in vitro oestrogenic
